
 

Radar on the high seas
SALLY COLE, SENIOR EDITOR & JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL
DIRECTOR 
 

Modern maritime radar systems for missile defense and
navigation have become more precise by leveraging
commercial signal processing and radio frequency (RF)
components in modular designs that enable commonality
with clear technology refresh paths.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

VITA 48.8 Air Flow Through Cooling
standard lowers SWaP-C on deployed
VPX systems
DAVID VOS, LOCKHEED MARTIN & IVAN STRAZNICKY, CURTISS-
WRIGHT DEFENSE SOLUTIONS
 

The ongoing challenge for commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) system developers is to balance the competing
approaches to reduce the system's size, weight, power,
and cost (SWaP-C) while trying to deploy the most
modern technologies.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Augmented vision: Fusing radars and
cameras for improved situational
awareness
DR. DAVID G. JOHNSON CAMBRIDGE PIXEL 
 

The advent of augmented reality (AR) systems is no
longer the reserve of fighter pilots with heads-up displays
and soldiers with wearable AR goggles; AR is now being
used in military surveillance systems as well. 
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Read More +
 

 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia selects
Northrop Grumman for electronic
warfare simulation contract
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Officials at Northrop Grumman Corp. received a $75
million indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ)
contract to deliver Joint Threat Emitter (JTE) support
services to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Astro Aerospace completes CDR of
radar antenna for NISAR satellite
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Engineers at Astro Aerospace, a Northrop Grumman
Corp. business, completed the Critical Design Review
(CDR) of the AstroMesh radar antenna reflector for the
NASA-Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)
Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR) satellite. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

VITA 49: The future of software radio
RODGER HOSKING, PENTEK, INC. 

The use of software radio technology has spread to almost every commercial, consumer,
government, industrial, and military platform across the entire radio frequency spectrum during
the technology's 25-year lifespan.

Read More +
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Air Force team explores
electromagnetic spectrum, electronic
warfare superiority
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

U.S. Air Force officials assembled the enterprise
capability collaboration team that will explore how the
service will continue to lead, operate, and integrate
electronic warfare (EW) throughout the electromagnetic
spectrum (EM).
 

Read More +
 

 

 

DARPA to host SC2 finale at 2019
Mobile World Congress Americas
conference
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

DARPA and GSMA officials partnered to host a live
Spectrum Collaboration Challenge (SC2) championship
event alongside the 2019 Mobile World Congress
Americas (MWCA) annual conference and exhibition.  
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serco boosts its C5ISR services with BTP Systems
acquisition
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 

Officials at Serco Inc., a provider of professional, technology, and management services,
announced they have completed the acquisition of BTP Systems, LLC following the receipt of all
regulatory approvals and satisfaction of customary closing conditions.

Read More +
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Thales selected to develop next-
generation sonar system for French
navy
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

French defence procurement agency (DGA) officials
selected Thales for a 42-month contract to conduct a set
of studies and technological developments for a sonar
system to be equipped on France's future third-
generation nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine
(SNLE 3G).
 

Read More +
 

 

 

DARPA adds network-analysis tools
to its antiterrorism arsenal
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Research and development lab HRL Laboratories will
develop a set of software tools for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) that is intended to
detect and warn intelligence analysts about weapons of
mass terrorism (WMT) activity.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Harris to deliver international F-16
electronic warfare support
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

U.S. Air Force officials tapped Harris Corp. to provide
engineering support services for the electronic warfare
(EW) systems onboard the international variant of the F-
16. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

 

Enabling Open Architectures and Commonality in Military Systems
 

Sponsored by: Annapolis Micro Systems, Kontron, Merciry Systems, National Instruments 
Date: February 21, 2018 11:00 a.m. EST 

Register Now
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